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One secure, cloud-based platform that scales with your business.
Cloud-based services from Concur make managing travel and spend simple, so
businesses can focus on what matters most. See our connected products and services.
Core products

Extended services—Service based

Extended services—Products

Concur® Travel

Audit Service

Intelligence

Concur® Request

Leverage reporting tools to unlock data
and insights that drive better decisions

Manage expenses before they occur,
eliminate unnecessary spend and
ensure greater policy compliance

Ensure compliance with your travel and
expense policies through validation
against your organization’s policies

Concur® Expense

TripLink

Connecting trips, travelers and their
itineraries—across every channel

Company Bill Statements

User Support Desk

Concur integrates all your expense data,
so you can manage spending wherever,
whenever it happens

Automate the p-card process from
employee purchase to general ledger
integration

Provide your users with support directly
from Concur and free yourself up for more
strategic tasks

Risk Messaging

Central Reconciliation

Service Administration

Book travel, increase compliance and
monitor spending

Concur® Invoice

Automate your invoice management—
from purchase requests through
payment—for complete visibility

!

Locate and communicate with any
employee, anywhere to keep them
safe and to provide assistance
ExpenseIt Pro

Take a virtual trip at
concur.com/connectedjourney
to see how our connected partner
app ecosystem transforms travel
and spend management.

Employees simply take a photo of a
receipt and ExpenseIt Pro automatically
creates and categorizes expenses

Reconcile centrally billed accounts
improving accuracy and reducing
administrative costs

Maximize your investment with a
designated expert on feature activation
and configuration knowledge

Payment Solutions

Reporting Services

Automatically pay employees,
corporate cards and vendors, enabling
your people to focus on growth

Transform your need for knowledge
into intelligent reports customized for
your business

Partner Apps

Invoice Capture

Connect to applications and services
that improve spend management and
the traveler experience

Vendors send invoices directly to
Concur where they are scanned and
uploaded

About Concur
Concur imagines the way the world should work, offering cloud-based business services that make it simple to
manage travel and expenses. By connecting data, applications and people, Concur services do the hard work,
delivering an effortless experience for organizations and their employees, while providing total transparency
into what they’re spending. This integrated approach goes beyond automating processes and transactions to
managing spend wherever and whenever it happens—so companies can focus on what matters most.
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32 million users

32,000 clients

In more than 150
countries

5 million mobile
users

